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Abstract: Reliability analysis of steel column base plates designed in accordance with BS5950  was1

carried using First Order Reliability Method  (FORM). Design variables such as design axial load and

moment, concrete strength, yield strength of steel, cross–sectional dimensions of the plate and universal

column, as well as thickness of the base plate were considered random and stochastic. It was shown

among other findings that, at a constant column axial load, as magnitude of applied bending moment

increased on a section, the safety indices increased. It is interesting to note that, when the applied moment

in this case was doubled, the safety indices increased by about 3.3 times (at lower concrete strengths) to

about 1.3 times (at higher concrete strengths). Also, consistent relationship was shown to exist between

the design variables and the safety indices. 
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INTRODUCTION

The design of any structure should be able to

safely meet the requirements of functionality, aesthetics

and economy . When an engineering structure is[2]

loaded in some way it will respond in a manner which

depends on the type and magnitude of the load, and

the strength as well as stiffness of the structure.

Whether the response is considered satisfactory depends

on the requirements which must be satisfied.

Loads from structural systems have to be

transmitted down to the bearing area of the soil; this is

achieved by the use of foundations. In cases where the

columns are transmitting heavy loads to the

foundations, it becomes necessary to use steel columns.

Such columns cannot be made to rest on the

foundation directly, hence a means of spreading such

load is achieved by the introduction of the base plate

together with the holding-down systems.

The primary function of a column base plate is to

distribute the column unit stress to the concrete

foundation without over stressing the underlying

concrete bed . Depending on the magnitude of applied[3]

actions, either slab base, gusseted base, or pocket base

is adopted .[4]

Based on the form of connection, bases can be

either pinned or fixed.

While pinned bases (as shown in Fig. 1) are those

in which it is assumed that there is no restraint against

angular rotation. Although this is also difficult to

achieve it is accepted that sufficient flexibility can be

introduced by minimizing the size of the foundation

and similarly reducing the anchorage system. Pinned

bases are used in portal and multi-storey construction.

Fixed bases on the other hand (shown in Fig. 2), are

used primarily in low-rise construction either in portal

buildings specifically designed as ‘fixed base’ or in

industrial sheds in which the main columns cantilever

from the foundations. They are also used, though less

frequently, in multi-storey rigid-frame construction. In

each of these cases, it is assumed by definition that no

angular rotation takes place, though this is unlikely to

be achieved, it is generally accepted that sufficient

rigidity can be obtained to justify the assumption.

The resistance of a structural member as well as

the loads applied to it is a function of several

variables, most of which are random . Therefore, the[5 ]

use of probabilistic approach in the design of structures

enables the structural safety to be treated in a more

rational manner.

The study of structural reliability is concerned with

the calculation and prediction of the probability of limit

state violation for engineered structures at any stage

during their life. In particular, the study of structural

safety is concerned with the violation of the ultimate or

safety limit states for the structure .[6]

The effect of uncertainties in design is included by

the use of safety factors that are based on engineering

judgment and previous experience with similar

structure. Due to the fact that safety involves a

consideration of random variables and the realization of

the limitations in design by the deterministic method,

it is now generally accepted that the rational approach

to the analysis of safety is through the use of

probabilistic models . Under-estimation of these[7]

uncertainties sometimes leads to adverse results of 
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collapse such as those reported by Carino et al.  and[8]

Igba . In general, because of uncertainties, the[9]

question of safety and performance has arisen .[4]

Hence it is necessary to evaluate the level of

safety implied in the design criteria of base plates. The

BS5950 has been found to be very conservative .[10]

The work presented investigates the safety

associated with the design criteria of grade 43 steel

column bases subjected to axial loads (pinned base) on

one hand, and to combination of axial loads and

bending moment (fixed base) on the other.

Fig. 1: A typical pinned base.

Fig. 2: A typical fixed base.

First Order Reliability Procedure: Probabilistic

design is concerned with the probability that a structure

will realize the functions assigned to it. In this work,

the reliability method employed is briefly reviewed.

If R is the strength capacity and S the loading

effect(s) of a structural system which are random

variables, the main objective of reliability analysis of

any system or component is to ensure that R is never

exceeded by S. In practice, R and S are usually

functions of different basic variables. In order to

investigate the effect of the variables on the

performance of a structural system, a limit state

equation in terms of the basic design variable is

required. This limit state equation is referred to as the

performance or state function and expressed as:

i 1 2 ng(x ) = g(x , x ,...., x ) = R – S             ( 1 )

i,where X  for i = 1,2,..., n, represent the basic design

variables.  

The limit state of the system can then be expressed

as

ig(x ) = 0.          (2)

iGraphically, the line g(x ) = 0 represents the failure

isurface while g(x ) > 0 represents the safe region and

ig(x ) < 0 corresponds to the failure region.  This is

shown in Fig. 1. Introducing the set of uncorrelated

reduced variates,

                 (3)

and in terms of these reduced variates the limit state

equation becomes:

xi 1 xi x2 2 x2 xn n xng(ó X'  + ì , ó  X'  + ì ,.., ó X'  + ì ) = 0,   (4)

where ì and ó are the means and standard deviations

of the design variables. The distance D, from a point

i 1 2 n iX'  = (X' , X' , ..., X' ) on the failure surface g(x' ) = 0

ito the origin of X  space is also given as

         (5)

In matrix form:

         (6)

 

                

1 2The point on the failure surface (X' , X' , ......,* *

nX' ), having the minimum distance to the origin may*

be determined by minimizing the function D and

isubjecting equation (6) to the constraint g(X ) = 0. For

this purpose, the method of Langrange's multiplier may

be used. Let
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Fig. 3: The most likely failure point .[12]

        (7)

where D is the minimum distance to the origin of

the circle in Fig. 3, ë is the value of the Langrange’s

imultiplier and g(X ) is the limit state function.

Substituting equation (6) in (7) gives

        (8)

where ë is the value of the multiplier. In scalar

notation,

               (9)

i xi i xi xi xiin which X =ó X' +ì where ì  and ó  are the means

and standard deviations of the design variables.

Minimizing L, we obtain (n+1) equations with (n+1)

unknown as

       (10)

and

 

       (11)

The solution to equations (10) and (11) would yield the

1 2 nmost probable failure point (X' , X' , ..., X' ).* * *

Introducing the gradient vector,

       (12)

in which

       (13)

Therefore, in vector form we have

       (14)

From which

                     (15)

From equation (6)

       (16)

and

Where G  is the transpose of the gradient vector G.t

Substituting equation (17) into equation (15) gives

       (18)

Multiplying both sides of equation (18) by G , thet

transpose of the gradient vector matrix, we have 

       (19)

which implies

       (20)

The minimum distance from the origin describing

the variable space to the line representing the failure

surface equals â and therefore equation (20) becomes

       (21)

where G* is the gradient vector at the most

1 2 nprobable failure point (X' , X' , ..., X' ). It is the* * *

value of â which tells us of the safety of any given

design under uncertainties in the decision variables.

Mechanical Models: The calculation of the mechanical

model is performed for discrete combination of basic

variables into the following equation considering a

pinned base:

       (22)

and into equations (23) and (24) considering a fixed

base:
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      ,          (23)

               (24)

cuIn equations (22) to (24), f  is the characteristic

strength of concrete, Fc and M are respectively the

p papplied axial load and moment, B  and L  are the

smaller and larger dimensions of the base plate, f is

value of stress at the face of the column from the

underside, and Dc is the depth of  column section

considered.

Design is said to be satisfactory if conditions set-

out in the code of practice is satisfied by estimating

fP  = P(G(X) # 0), (25)

for varying values of the relevant design variables in

the limit state equation.

The procedure of the FORM in the previous

section, which was coded in a FORTRAN module ,[12]

was employed for the computation of the reliability

indices. 

Example of Steel Base Plate: A grade 43 steel base

plate designed to transmit axial load as well as one

that transmits both axial load and moment, were in

each case, designed in accordance with the provisions

set-out in BS5950 .[1]

Design of Base Plates: Base plates transmitting an

caxial compressive factored load, F = 3600kN on one

chand; and another transmitting an axial load, F =

2300kN with an applied moment of 100kNm on other

were in each case designed. A 305x305x198 UC on a

grade 25 concrete was assumed in each case. 

Results of Reliability Analysis: Reliability analyses of

the base plate designed in sections 4 above were

achieved by the use of FORM by estimating the

reliability levels at varying values of material strength,

yP ; characteristic strength of concrete, fcu; applied

c pfactored axial load, F ; plate thickness, t ; and column

cdepth, D . Safety indices were obtained from the

programs, and plots of the safety indices versus the

varied design variables were as shown in Fig. 4,

considering axial load (pinned base); while Figs 5 to 9

when axial load and moment (fixed base) were

considered. From the plots it can be observed that:

Fig. 4: Safety Index against Concrete Strength at

various Load.

Fig. 5: Safety Index against Concrete Strength at

various Loads (Eccentric load).

 

Fig. 6: Safety Index against Concrete Strength at

various Moments.
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Fig. 7: Safety Index against Steel Strength Considering

Eccentric Load.

Fig. 8: Safety Index against Plate thickness at various

Design Strengths.

Fig. 9: Safety Index against Column Depth at various

Design Strengths.

ca) As the magnitude of applied axial load, F

increases, the safety of the designed section

decreases.

b) Also, as the concrete strength increases, the safety

of the designed element increases. This is due to

fact that the thickness of designed base plate is a

function of the underlying concrete strength .[1]

cuc) Again, when characteristic concrete strength, f

cand axial load, F  are kept constant; the safety

index  considering an applied moment of 100kNm

is 2.5 times that of an axially loaded base plate.

d) However, at a constant column axial load, as

magnitude of applied bending moment increases on

a section, the safety indices increased (Fig. 6). It

is interesting to note that, when the applied

moment in this case was doubled, the safety

indices increased by about 3.3 times (at lower

concrete strengths) to about 1.3 times (at higher

concrete strengths). 

h) It was shown from Figs. 4 to 9 that the BS59501

design criteria of column base plates are consistent.

e) Again, from Fig. 7, the safety indices range from

3.33 to 4.26 by varying the steel strength from 235

N/mm  to 270 N/mm  respectively at a constant2 2

load of 1400 KN. Therefore, it can be inferred that

there is a higher chance of collapse of the base

plate by increasing in load and moment, and also

there is a higher chance of survival of the base

plate at higher concrete strength and steel strength.

f) Safety indices were sensitive to increase in plate

thickness at a specific steel strength, than in steel

strength at a constant plate thickness. From Fig. 8,

the safety level rose from 1.46 to 7.63 by varying

the plate thickness from 50mm to 80mm

respectively at design strength of 255 N/mm . Thus2

the performance of the base plate to a large extent

depends on its ability to resist bending as a result

of the load it is being subjected to.

cg) Finally, at a constant column depth, D , as plate

material strength increase, the safety of the

designed section increased (Fig. 9). 

Conclusion: Reliability analysis of steel column base

plates considering axial load on one hand, and axial

load and moment on the other, was investigated using

FORM. The results of investigation showed that the

BS5950 design procedure of column base plates is

consistent. Also, when characteristic concrete strength,

cu cf  and axial load, F  are kept constant; the safety index

considering an applied moment of 100kNm is 2.5 times

that of an axially loaded base plate. However, at a

constant column axial load, as magnitude of applied

bending moment increases on a section, the safety

indices increased. It is interesting to note that, when

the applied moment in this case was doubled, the
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safety indices increased by about 3.3 times (at lower

concrete strengths) to about 1.3 times (at higher

concrete strengths). 
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